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Bowling Green Slate University, Bowling Green. Ohio

Packard To Discuss
The Naked Society'
In Sunday Speech
Vance Packard, social critic, will discuss his book "The
Naked Society" at 8:15 p.m. Sunday in the ballroom.
Mr. Packard is considered one of the most popularly received social critics to appear in the past decade. He is the
only author in recent years to have three consecutive books "The Hidden Persuaders," "The Status Seekers," and "The
Waste Makers"
reach the
Mr. Packard tried to show how
number-one spot on the best- waste has become a virtue and
"product death" a watchword in
seller lists in the nonfiction catAmerican industry.
egory.
His latest book, "The Pyramid
Mi*. Packard, a native of PennClimbers," published in 1962. comsylvania, has been an author,
pares the power structure of a
writer, and teacher. He received
large corporation to a pyramid,
his master's degree from Columbia
with lots of room at the bottom
University School of Journalism.
and very little at the top. Mr.
He was a reporter on Hoston
Packard claims those who rise
and New York papers for five
to the top must ili.splay not only
years. He then changed to magaability but also must please their
zine writing and his articles have
Immediate superiors.
appeared in the Atlantic Monthly,
In all four of his best-sellers.
Look. Header's Digest, and The
Mr. Packard criticizes the social
N'ew York Times Magazine.
and economic underground. ConAt present, Mr. Packard is mapsiderable research goes into his
ping plans for more studies of
works. For "The Pyramid ClimbAmerican society.
ers," Mr. Packard filled 107 notebooks while gathering material
Student tickets for the program
over a period of four years.
are fifty cents and they will go on
Mr. Packard has pioneered in
sale Thursday in the Union lobby.
informing the American public to
the techniques omployod for "pcrraaston in depth" advertising. He
began collecting material on' the
subject in the enrly 1950'a, The
result WHH "The Hidden Persuaders," published in 1!>!>7, which
reached the nation's best-seller
list.'!.
"The Status Seekers," his seMoving from tenth place
cond book, emphasized a trend
to first, Beta Theta Pi social
toward a rigid class system in a
supposedly classless America. Mr.
fraternity posted a grade avPackard contends tbnt this affects
erage of 2.490 for the fall
the lives of every citizen in one
semester. Dean of Men Walway or another. In researching: for
lace W. Taylor has announced.
this book, he traveled in 15 states
and eight foreign countries and
The all-campus undergraduate
collected the findings of more
grade average for the full sethan 1B0 sociologists.
mester wias 2.366, Registrar Glenn
In "The Waste Makers," Mr.
I. Van Wormer said in a separate
Packard attempted to demonstrate
announcement.
that persuasion and a desire for
Trailing Beta Theta Pi, which
social upgrading no longer are
placed tenth the spring semester
enough to sell surplus products
of last year with a 2.405, wore
which industry produces.
Sigma Nu, 2.447 for 54 members;
He believes productivity now
Sigma Chi, 2.427 for 89 members;
is being; maintained by such straPhi Kappa Psi. 2.385 for 36 memtegies as "planned obsolescence."
bers; Sigma Phi Kpsilon. 2,374
for 107 members; Zeta Beta Tau,
2.356 for 38 members; Kappa
Sigma, 2.335 for 83 members; Phi
Delayed AWS Election
Kappa Tau, 2.327 for 67 members;
Set For Tomorrow
Pi Kappa Alpha, 2.325 for 71
Election of next year's officers
members; Theta Chi, 2.296 for 95
of the Association of Women Stumembers. Alpha Tau Omega,
dents will be held tomorrow. Polls
2.260 for 76 members; and Delta
will be set up in three residence
Upsilon, 2.259 for 59 members.
centers and in the Union.
All these chapters were above
Members of AWS may vote
the all men's undergraduate averfrom 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the
age of 2.253, which dropped from
dining hall lobby of McDonald
the 2.366 figure of last spring.
Quadrangle, the main lounge of
Below this figure were Phi
Harshman Quadrangle Unit D,
Delta Theta, 2.204 for 101 memthe lobby of Founders Quadrangle,
bers; Delta Tau Delta, 2.183 for
and the Union.
79 members; Alpha Phi Alpha,
Women living in sorority houses
2.174 for 19 members; Sigma
and commuters may vote in the
Alpha Epsilon, 2.168 for 64 mem.
Union.
bers; Alpha Sigma Phi. 2.034 for
Absentee ballots may be cast
23 members; and Tau Kappa Eptonight between 6:30 and 7:30 in
silon, 2.002 for 31 members.
the Union lobby.
Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Alpha
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Bircher Ignores March
By TOM WALTON
Newt Managing Editor
The leader of the John
Birch Society in Ohio said last
night that
U.S.
Supreme
Court Chief Justice Earl Warren should be impeached, that
the United States should give
up its seat in the United Nations,
and that civil disobedience by the
N'egro is doing his cause more
harm than good.
William Shepler, coordinator for
the Society in Ohio, apoke to a
capacity audience of some 240 persons in 10.r> Hannn Hall.
He never mentioned and was
never asked about a demonstration
of about 75 student; just prior to
his speech. An orderly march supposedly protesting the Selma, Ala.,
situation, according to student
leaders, ended on the steps of Hanna Hall when most of the demonstrators went inside to hear Mr.
Shepler's talk.
During their orderly 45-minute
march around the inner campus,
they carried placards and sang
>oir.rK such as "We Shall Overcome," "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic," and "That Old-Time
Religion."
Their signs read "The U.S. Constitution is Color Blind," "Selma:
Disgrace of A Nation." "Freedom
for All," and "Prejudice is a Pigment of the Imagination."

In his speech, Mr. Shepler said
his organization would actually
like to see all seven liberal justices
impeached as well as Chief Justice
Warren, "But we're content to
go after the worst one." This will
happen, he predicted, at the beginning of the next .session of Congress.
"Another of our mnjor projects," he said, "is to get the
United States out of the UN and
the UN out of the United States.
We very much want to give Red
China a seat in the UN—our seat."
By every definition, he said the
United States is bankrupt, "and
yet we go supporting the world."
Ho said that although the publicly announced government debt is
ivbout $300 billion, tin "real debt"
is nearly $1.12 trillion, when social
security and certain non-bonded
funds are included.
Mr. Shepler also was critical of
"in-the-strcet-violence" in Selma,
including the North. "The John
Birch Society has never been involved in a civil disobedience case."
he said. "If the Negro leaders
would just act the same way.
they'd get a lot farther. The
actions of Dr, Martin I.uthor King
do not help t'ac Negro at all. You
wonder where his heart is."
"Not many people realize it,"
he
remarked,
"but
President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt ran on
the most conservative platform of

any president in our history. You
never hear of a conservative running on a liberal platform, but liberals have prentendod to be conservative, which confirms an opinion of mine that liberals are first
class hypocrites."
Birchers do not get involved in
partisan politics, Mr. Shepler
maintained. "However, Johnson is
a pragmatic thinker, and we would
rather have a confirmed liberal
like Humphrey because you can
predict his actions." As for the
"Great Society," Mr. Shepler said
he terms it a "new leech on life."
"All we ask is that our side be
heard," he said. "What we want is
less government and more individual responsibility. But it's treason on the part of the federal government to continue providing aid
to men like the late Mr. Nehru.
Sukrnno. and Nassar, who, through
all of their adult lives, were and
are ruling members of the international Communist Party."

In Mr. Shepler's opinion, the
society's bookatorei anil speakers'
bureau is helping to spread the
conservative viewpoint.
"We have our own bookstores
in Lima, Cincinnati, Columbus, and
Massillon, and as of April 1, the
former Republican national committee chairman, Denn Hurch, will
join our speakers' burearu," he
said.
Mr. Shepler defended the John
Birch Society's founder, Robert
Welch, who attacked former President Eisenhower in his book, "The
Politician," in 19,6 1.
"Mr. Welch only presented these
conclusions for the render to decide for himself." Mr. Shepler said.
"Eieonhower was a political general, and the comparison between
Ike as an image and Ike as a man
shows a groat deal of disparity."
Mr. Shepler's appearance here
was sponsored by the University
chapter of the Young Americans
for Freedom.

A Check For Charity? Check!

Campus Posts 2.36 Average,
Beta's Lead In Fraternities

Off To See The Wizard

Kpsilon, and Tau Kappa Epsilon
were placed on warning for the
current semester because the
grades of the active members of
each chapter fell below the all
men's undergraduate average. Removed from warning were Zeta
Del* Tau and Theta Chi for active'
grade* that topped the 2.253 figure. Removed from probation were
Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma Nu.
The all-undergraduate men's
Greek average was 2.296, also a
drop from the spring semester
figure of 2.402. The all-undergraduate men's non-Greek average
was 2.2:17.
Sigma Alpha Bpsilon had the
highest pledge average with a
2.812, computed from one pledge's
grades. Phi Kappa Psi pledges

1st Bill Of One-Act Plays
Readied For Presentation
The semester's first bill of oneact plays will be presented at 7:30
p.m. Friday in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
The four plays will be directed
by students in advanced play directing.
"Helena's Husband," by Phillip
Moeller is to be directed by Joyce
Taulker. It concerns the marital

Ted BumillerTalk
Set For Tomorrow
Ted Bumiller, nationally known
travel lecturer, will show a movie,
"A Summer in Italy," at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Dogwood
Suite as part of the Illustrated
Travel Lecture Series.
"Ted Bumiller's travel movies
are magnificent," said Richard A.
Lenhart, program director of the
Union. "They're not the usual
tyipe of travelogue. They're narrative movies with a personal aspect."
Mr. Bumiller, a native of Cincinnati, was graduated from the
University of Cincinnati with a
degree in architecture.
Admission is free.

Student Body Elections
Moved Up 1 Day

TRAVELING THROUGH THE LAND OF OZ is Sharyn Gollur, who plays
Dorothy in the children! play "The Wiiard of OZ," which was presented Friday
and Sunday by members o| the University Theatre. Shown with Miss Cotter
is her dog "Tow," played by Sally Gulllet The play now will tour area
schools, beginning at Roeeford High School today.

were second with 2.207 for five
members; Tau Kappa Kp.-ilon
was third with 2.171 (or seven
members; and Sigma Phi Kpsilon
was fourth with 2.111 for 27
members.
The all-campus undergradutc
women's average was 2.4S. Classwise, the Senior Class was on top
with a 2.725. The Junior Class
had a 2.495; the Freshman Class
had a 2.229; and the Sophomore
Class had a 2.217.
Students enrolled in the College
of Education hud the highest grade
average among the colleges with
a 2.443.
College of Liberal Arts students
compiled a 2.335 average, anil students in bho College of Business
Administration posted a 2.203.

Student Body elections have
been moved up one day to Wednesday, March 24, according to Carol
Lower, chairman of the Student
Elections Board.
An 'informational meeting will
be held at 6:15 p.m. tomorrow in
the Ohio Suite for all candidates
to discuss campaign rules.
All head residents will be present, according to Miss Lower,
and it is imperative that all condidates attend.

problems of Helena and Menelaus,
King of Sparta.
Cast members are Rosita Royal
as Helena, Stanley Zwerling as
Menelaus, Elizabeth Simon as
Tsumu, Bob Martens as Analytekos, and Ken Neuenschwander as
Paris.
Susan Weber will direct Alice
(ierstenberg's "Overtones," a play
about two women who attempt to
overcome their primitive selves.
The cast includes Dorothy DiPlacido as Harriet, Joane Nagel
as Hetty, Donna Emlich as Margaret, and Susan Mapes as Maggie.
"The Lost Silk Hat," directed by
Elaine Gubics, tells the story of
a young man who refuses to be
seen in the streets of London without his hat.
It was written by Lord Dunsany.
The cast includes Thomas Anderson as the caller, Michael Wallace as the laborer, James Walkuski as the clerk, Thomas Faranda
as the poet, and Jan Allis as the
policeman.
Barbara McNutt will direct
"The Lottery" by Brainard Duffield. The play concerns a conflict
between tradition and modern
times in a small farm village.
Cast members are Dorothy Leggett as Belva Summers, Cindy
Hebert as Tessie Hutchinson, Byron Lee as Tommy, Thomas Wehrle as Martinson, Charles Radune
as Hutchinson, Robert Lane as
Delcroix, Thomas Bailey as old
man Warner, and Grace Bellet as
Miss Besson.
Other players are Wayne Decker as Jack, Teresa Chorba as Mrs.
Watson, Fairy Broud as Mrs. Dunbar, John Erbs as Joe, Fred Obee
as Dick, Suzanne Clapper and
Pamela Ross as little girls. Extras
are Larrv Bacnik, Thomas Murray,
Karren Faller, Joan Kennedy, and
Roger Dixon.
Admission is free.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM T. JEROME pre.entt Kathryn Krauee. chairman of ihe
Student Chariiisj. Board, with a check (or the 1965 Charily Drive. "Care enouqh
to -hare enouqh" ii the aloqan lor the Drive, which will continue until Monday.
Tho procoede from Ihe United Campus Appeal will qo to five charily orqaniiatiom.

Resolution To Evaluate Profs
Discussed By Student Council
BY DAVID GROSE
Newa Reporter
A resolution to improve the standards of teaching at
the University was presented to Student Council by Richard
Spinetto, past chairman of the Student Communications
Committee at Councils' meeting Thursday.
Spinetto recommended that professors be evaluated by
students on the presentation of course material and the
impact these presentations
One couneil member said that
have on the students. He sug- some department chuirmen arc
gested that outside authorities
painfully aware of some professfrom other universities be brought ors' ineffective teaching. "But the
in to give final examinations to
professors are protected because
students in their related fields.
of having tenure," be said.
Spinetto emphasized that these
Council asked where the funds
examinations would have no effect
would come front to pay for a
on the students' grades.
visiting authority to give the
"The impartial, outside examin.
examinations. Spinetto said, "If
er could determine through class
we can pay for an ice-skating rink,
comparisons if the proper material
we can provide funds for these
was being presented and if the stuauthorities. Our ice-skating abilidents were learning the subject as
ty does not effect our class work
they should," he said.
or grade averages, but an effecOne council member said that
tive evaluation of subject prean evaluation of this kind might
sentation by professors and learnjeopardize a iprofessor's standing
ing by students does hnve a markamong the students and faculty
ed effect on our lives."
members. He added that a proStudent Council agreed to disfessor's career could be damaged
cuss Spinetto's resolution at the
by such an evaluation.
next meeting to be held WednesSpinetto supported his resoluday, March 24.
tion by saying that "People are
Another matter discussed was
subject to criticism in all other
the policy of cuts permitted for
professions—why not professors?"
100 and 200-level courses. Dean
Another council member said
Taylor said, "Our present class
that education is not a commodity
attendance policy is ridiculous and
for sale on the market and that
archaic. We arc mature enough
the professors should not be open
to face reasons why we really are
to criticism by "persons with less
here at the University."
education.
"Persons in all other areas are
permitted to criticize things sold
or passed on to them by those
with more education," Spinetto
said. "For example, consumers
with lesa education were dissatisfied with the Ford Edsel which
was designed by educated engineers."
He said that a similar survey
of evaluating professors was given
at the University of Washington.
"The instructors were rated by
their students, and the evaluations
were given serious consideration
by the faculty," he said.

One council member said, "The
burden of class attendance lies
with the student. If a person is so
immature that he needs restrictions to tell him to go to class, he
should not be here."
Most council members agreed
that the time for a student to
"wake up" and accept the responsibilities of class attendance
is during the first semester of the
freshman year.
Council agreed to continue dissuasion on this matter at its next
meeting.
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In Our Opinion . . .

"Eminent Paid Propagandists Testify That This Is
Better For You Than Real Health Care"

Campus Chronicle

Berkeley Flares Up Again

An Interesting Proposal

By TOM BODIKEH
News Exchange Editor

One of the most interesting suggestions to be presented

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY CAMPUS —
President Clark Kerr and acting
Chancellor Martin Heyerson of the
University of California, resigned
Thursday, but after a five-hour
ses&ion with the 'board of regents
Saturday, withdrew their resignations.

at Student Council this year was made by Richard Spinetto
at Council's meeting Thursday night.
His proposal recommended that some form of critical
analysis be made of the teaching of faculty members on
campus. Spinetto said he felt that the work of teachers
ought to be subject to some form of constructive criticism
and judgment to rate the effectiveness of their teaching
efforts.

Their resignations came in the
wake of an "obscenity" demonstration that hit the Berkeley campus
last week adding to the growing
Hst of students riots and demonstrations that have taken place
there.
Arrested in the demonstration
were four students and one nonstudent carrying a poster with a
single obscene four-letter word
painted on it.
Later, 1500 students gathered
in protest to the arrest shouting
the obscene word over loud-speakers. It was announced that another
rally would be sponsored to discuss
the problems and raise money for
a defense fund for those arrested
in Monday's demonstration.
In the resignation statements
mnile by President Kerr and Chan-

He suggested the University should permit the students
to "publish their own guides to courses and teachers based
on questionnaires (ratings) filled out confidentially by the
students" enrolled in the course during the semester. He
further proposed that "outside examiners, a group of professors imported from other universities and distinguished
authorities in their fields," be sponsored to come to campus
and administer exams to students to test the knowledge
they have obtained from a certain course.
The results of the tests would not be used to grade the
students (unless the course instructor wished to) but to
rate the professors on the basis of their teaching effectiveness. It would be reasoned that the better the students knew
the material in the course, the better his instruction had
been. In the process, the products of the teaching efforts of
professors in the same or equivalent courses could be compared.
Although the mechanics of the proposal could be difficult
to work out, the idea of rating the effectiveness of class
instruction is a worthy one. In registering for courses, the
si iidi'iil would be provided some criteria on which to chose.
The idea, when put into action, could act also as a stimulus
for professors to improve their instruction. And, too, it
would

afford

recognition to

those

instructors

with

high

ratings.
What must be remembered is that this is not a method
of telling professors how to teach. There are many different
methods of instructing a class to produce a desired educational
effect The professor must have the unlimited freedom to
choose among these methods and select that to which he
can best apply his own talents to attain teaching effectiveness. This freedom must never be tampered with.
What can and should be measured and judged, however,
is the final product of the professor's efforts—the ideas
obtained by the students in the course. Considered in this
light, the proposal presented to Council could aid students
and stimulate teachers, and in doing so could improve the
process of education.
IOHN LOVE

On The Right

Curbstone Meeting Shows
AWS Position Indefensible
BY GEORGE WALLACE
News ColunraUt
The delaying notion fought by
threi numberi of the AWS Executive Board at last Tuesday's
Curbstone meeting has shown even
further the indefensible position
of thut organization.
Several fallacies were made
more apparent. Kor one, all will
recall the constant crutch used by
AWS in its defense—"democracy." Much criticism of the organization has been held at arm's
length by tho frequent use of
thus euphemism in tight spots.
Now we are told by the head of
AWS that "demooracy" is an abstract term and in any case its
definition is irrelevant in the cur.
rent debate. And this may be true
from AWS's point of view. If it
is true the actions of AWS constitute deceit. If it is not true,
they constitute hypocrisy nt the
vory least.
Kuthermore, the disdain which
the three officers exhibited for
she petition of 1,400 women, and
their attitude toward the exercise of the right of petition (see
"democracy") indicated that this
right was lodgod in the governing
body, that the petition should be
circulated by AWS. We suppose
a petition for sower imiprovements
in the City of Bowling Green
should be written and circulated
by the City Council.
Of course, a closely controlled
procedure in governments is always conducive to the maintainence of the established regime.
Such governments are reknown

for their "offidiency," but not for
their representation of the people.
A third catch-all used at the
Curbstone meeting was the answer
that, "We don't like it either,
but ..." If these officers arc
Sincere, why did they take the
job? Could it be that their likes
and dislikes, together with those
of the women students, are irrelevant?
The AWS position has been
seriously undermined. It is hoped
that it has been undermined sufficiently to motivate the organization to seriously consider the proposals presented in the petition,
to take prompt and effective action on them, and not to merely
disregard them until another time
at which they will be equally disregarded. For this to he accomplished will take the continued
concern and pressure of the women students. The responsibility is
theirs.

Driver-Safety Program
To Be Held Saturday
Several experts in the area of
highway safety will speak at an
advanced driver improvement
course from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday, in the Dogwood Suite.
Registration leaflets are available at the Information Desk in
the Union, from the University
Police Office Desk, or from Mrs.
Ruth T. Brescoll on the second
floor of the Maintenance Bldg.
A driver's license is not required of persons wishing to take
the course. The fee is 16.

The B-G News

Letters To The Editor
Only Isttsrs that slay wllhln ths ruloi
of dscsney and libsl, and are not attack! on Individual personalities will be
prlntsd. Although there Is no word
limit, ths News reisrvsi the right lo
sslsct and sdlt Isttsn for publication.

AWS Defended
Dear Editor:
Demooracy is a governmental
system ruled BY the people, and
designed to benefit the majority of
the people concerned. Income tax
is a method by which the United
States government derives the
funds by which it funotions to
help produce and efficiently run
this democracy. Yet, the majority
of citizens, if consulted personally,
would not choose to pay any form
of income tax even though it is
a necessary component of democratic government Hut, do they
have a choice?
Such has been the recent case
concerning the $1 dues of AWS.
Yes, compulsion to pay this $1
has not seemed the democratic
way, but can it not lc compared
to our unwelcome income tax that
we, the citizens of the United
Stutcs, pay? In the long run. taxes
benefit the citizens of the United
States just as in the long run $1
dues benefit the women of this
campus by sponsoring various activities such as the Big Sis-Little
Sis Program, the Christmas Formal, the Senior Women's Brenkfeas. the annual AWS Style Show,
the Christmas Charity Project for
Needy Children, and two scholar-

Cards

John LOT*
Tom Walton
Donna Marcli
Marions WHTM
Randy Ketcham
Phil Alrulla
Georqe Braati

Editor
Managing Editor
biua Editor
Ant. luui Editor
AHL IIIUI Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor

Stall
I.ll Bradley
Builnftta Monaq«r
John Donnelly
AdvcrtUlng Manager
Circulation Maoa<.«r
Cartel Wood
Published on Tu»»dari and Fridays during th«
regular school r*ar. «xc*>pt holiday periods, and
-»c* a wsok during sununor sosstons, undor
authority of ths Publications Coaunlttso ol Bowling
Orosa State Unlvsnlty.
Subscription rats, $3.15 yearly.

Irregardlcss, since there have
been complaints ubout this $1
from many women (nnd men) students, something is being done to
change this process — and we
might add was being done before
this agitation came about. In other
words, A.W.S. IS functioning democratically in this manner, whether given such credit or not. And
why do we hear no complaints
about the $1 contributed automatically by each student for Student Council, which is not mentioned <>n the fees statement but
which is granted without consent
of each student?
As far as the controlling segments of A.W.S., they are democratically chosen by each girl
on this campus who cares enough
to vote. We might add that any
girl on campus who is interested
enough in the first place can run
for an office, if she him a 2.5 and
if she possesses enough enthusiasm to secure a petition and follow through. Thus we, the undersigned independents, state that
the controlling segments arc not
limited to the "elite group," aa
implicated at Curbstone. Members
of this "elite group" were leaders
before they were elected by all

Room at Y Hotel

2.93

Sat. A.M.

Breakfast at Y Hotel
Art Institute Tour
lunch at Stoulfer's

.58
Free
1.43

Sat. r\M.

Nat. Hlit. Muieum Tour
Dinner at Y Hotel
Sal. nit. dance, Y Hotel
Cake date
loom at Y Hotel

Free
1.2S
.IS
.45
2.95

Sun. A.M.

Ireakfail at Y Hotel
.58
Worship at Central Church
lunch at Y Hotel

Sun. rM.

1.30

lack to campus

I
|
I
I
I
|
|

Judy Wilson
Linda Schaeublin
Cherrie Tommire
Susan Rechcr
Kaye Zimmerman
Marcia Dolkowski
Carolyn Nowberry
Diane Mansini

Student! who wish to renew their
University scholarship or grant in I
aid for 196S-66. or students who
wish to apply for the flrit time.
should pick up an application at
the Student Financial Aid Otflce.
322 Administration Bldg. Deadline
for fllma applications U April 15.

• Entries must be submitted no later than 5 pan. Tuesday, March 23. In case
of duplication, first entry drawn will be considered for final selection
by the proprietors.
• Shopping area proprietors, their families, and employees are not eligible
to enter. All entries become property of proprietors.
• Winners should be present to claim prizes at the Grand Opening. 2 pan.
Saturday. March 27.

Entries Must Be Deposited at the Following Locations:
Cibo Pizza
Segall's Sanitary Dry Cleaners
Quick Clean Center
Clothes Rack East & West
BG Bookstore & SBX
Colonial Barbershops
Bumpus Apartments
Woodburn Motel
I

"NAME THE SHOPPING AREA CONTEST"

i
I
I
I

Total 315.41

I submit the following name

..

..

:

for the shopping area.

I agree to the rules as published above in submitting this entry.

MEN e WOMEN • FAMILIES

Slay at Chicago's

YMCA HOTEL

I
I
I

My NAME
Campus or local address

.

826 South Wabash

at the edge of the Loop
MtsssesesOMs H» Mel

e

nba UN art e»

Write for reservations or call 922 3183

ihitiimiiiiiiiit*

iuiimninitimiiiiiiii

• Submit any number of entries, using coupons provided by BG News and
the participating proprietors.

$1.25
2 50

Ilimilllllllllllllimti;

Time To Renew

• Submit cm appropriate name for the new business area on East Wooster
and you may win $25, 1st prise; $15. 2nd prize: $10. 3rd prise.

JUDY CHAPMAN
Western College
Oxford, Ohio
says. "Any
student, man
or woman, can
stay at
Chicago's
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend for
$16.00. Hers Is
how I did It

Chicago Symphony

We believe that the purpose of
the current circulating petition is
purely for the sake of agitation.
We believe that this purpose was
submerged by contradictory statements, which ran the continuum
from seeing how much A.W.S.
"could stomach" to a "mandate
for action." Perhaps at the middle
of this continuum was the idea
that these points would be discussed at A.W.S. If agitation were
not the motive, why was this not
presented in the most expedient
way?

COLUMBUS, OHIO—A bill, recently brought before the Ohio
State Legislature may well alter
the chances for many hopeful high
school students looking for enrollment here at BGSU.
Until now, all state-supported
institutions were required to accept all high school graduates with
possible stipulations on class
standing. No admission exams were
required.
The newly-proposed measure
could drastically limit admission
and permit the university to assign
students to branches for two years,
regardless of high school standing.
The new policy is an attempt to
introduce more selectivity into admissions at state universities in
Ohio.

Contest-Win $25.oo

How to spend a weekend
in Chicago for $16

Dinner at YMCA Hotel

We, too, feel that there is much
room for improvement in A.W.S.,
much of which could have been
accomplished before this if the
Majority of women had shown
enough interest to take their complaint either to their corridor
reps, dorm presidents, or even bo
an officer of A.W.S. instead of
merely agitating by complaining to
their own groups of friends. Demoracy cannot function, with its
components in a complete apathetic state.

(Across from Harshman Quadrangle)

The tournament is scheduled for
Friday, March 26. Categories in
the contest include gin rummy,
euchre, bridge, hearts, and pinochle.

Fri. P.M.

women students of this university.

OBERLIN COLLEGE, OBERLIN, OHIO—Students at Oberlin
cannot seem to decide whether
they should eat or not. Here is
the story.
A fast for peace in Vietnam
last week at Oberlin College as
students carried on a week-long
fast in three, 48-hour shifts.
The fasting group is opposed to
America's "aggressive" policy in
South Vietnam and has urged
people to "keop questioniong and
keep protesting I'.S. action in
Vietnam."
Hut there seems to be an opposite side to the coin too. Supporting U.S. policy is another group
of Oberlin students who are not
"fasting for peace" but "eating
for escallation."
According to leaders of the se.
cond movement, strikes for peace
in Vietnam are, "based on unrealistic conceptions of international
politics, and hy eating we are
presenting the antithesis of their
philosophy."

Name The Shopping Area!

Tournament

Students interested in participating in the UAO Cards Tournament may pick up an application
in the UAO Ofifice. Deadline for
applications is Monday.

Serving A Growing University Since 1920
Editorial Staff

ships—one for the moat deserving
irishman woman student and one
for the most outstanding foreign
exchange student.

cellor Meyerson, no mention was
made of Mario Savio, student leader of the Free Speech Movement
that jarred Berkeley last fall.
Savio, who withdrew from school
for this semester, was asked to
participate in the "obscenity demonstration," hut he refused.
An editorial in Berkeley's student newspaper statod last week
that the situation was "clearly a
matter for the courts" and emphasized that more arrests would do
nothing to get a legal ruling on
obscenity.

Phone
I
I

Drop coupon in box provided by above merchants.
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Swimmers En Route To 3rd Place In MAC

He Did It Again -Palmer Is Titlist
In 4-1 Tournament

Tankers Establish 8 Records
By IERRY GOVAN
N.w. Sports Writer
The Falcon tankers finished third in the MAC championship meet last weekend,
March 11 to 13, at Western
Michigan University.
While they did not win any
events outright, they did establish
eight varsity murks in the meet
which saw Ohio University edge
defending champion Western Michigan University by four points.
Falcon varsity records were
turned in by Doug Rice an the 500yard freestyle (5:19.0), Bob Leuten in both the 400-yard individual
medley (4:40.4), and the 1650yard freestyle (18:53.8), Bruce
Clark in the 200-yard butterfly
(2:07.5), Mike Zinn in the 200yard individual medley (2:08.9),
Ron Wood in the 100-yard breaststroke (1:04.1), the 400-yard freestyle relay team (3:22.1), and the
400-yard medley relay team
(3:49.6).
Coach Tom Stubbs said, "we had
some disappointments, but on the
other hand we had many outstanding performances too." Western
and Ohio University just had too
much for us, but we certainly

made a much better showing this
year than last year."
Last year at Kent State, the
Falcons finished fourth with 67 hi
points while this year they netted
83 points to finish third.

Intramurals
The Phi Delta and Kappa Sigs
tied for the fraternity "A" basketball crown. The Phi Delta defeated
the Sigma Chi's by two points last
week knocking them out of first
place. The Phi Delts and Kappa
Sigs now tied for the lead will
break the deadlock in a game tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in the Men's
Gym.
The winner will play the independent champion at 8:30 p.m.
Thursday
for the
all-campus
crown, while the independent runner-up will play the fraternity "B"
champions, a Phi Delt team, at
7:30 p.m. proceeding the all- championship.
The six finalists in the foulshooting contest will compete at
half time in the second game Thursday. The finalists are Larry Burkhart, Jim Antonelli, Dave Engle
and Paul Albers, who netted 23
of 25 foul shots, and Brian Scott
and Jim King, who made 22.

On Campus

with
MwShuIman

{By Die author of "Rally Round the Flag, Hoys!
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

THE BEARD OF AVON
Topic for today is thai |x'rr-nniiil favorite of English majors,
that ever-popular crowd pla—or, that guod sport and great
American—William Shakespeare (or "The Swedish Nightingale" ai he Is better known as).
First let us examine the persistent theory that Shakespeare (or
"The Pearl of the. Paeine as be i> jocularly oalled) is nut the
real author of his plays. Advocates of this theory insist the plays
air -o full of classical allusions and learned references that they
couldn't |H)ssihly have been written by the son of an illiterate
country butcher.
To which I reply "FaughI" Was not the great Spinoza's father
a humble woodcutter? Was not the immortal Isaac Newton's
father a simple second liaWIIIHJlT (The elder Newton, incident ally, is one of history's truly pathetic ligurcs. lie was, by all nceiiunts, the greatest second baseman of his time, but l>:Lsel>all,
alas, had not yet been invented. It used to break young btfUUft
heart to See bis father get up every morning, put on uniform,
■pikes, glove, anil cap. and stand alertly behind second base,
bent forward, eyes narrowed, waiting, waiting, waiting. That's
all—waiting. Isaac loyally sat in the bleachers and yelled "( rood
show, Dad! and stuff like that, but everyone else in town sniggered derisively, made coarse gestures, and |icltcd the Newlons
with overripe fruit—tigs for the elder Newton, apples for the
younger. Tims, as we all know, the famous moment came when
Isaac Newton, struck in the head with an apple, leapt to his feet,
shouted "lairopa!"and announced the third law of motion: "Fur
every action there is an opposite and equal reaction!"
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The Falcons' Dennis Palmer
topped the 157-pound wrestling
class in the Four 1 Tournament at
Case Tech last Saturday, March
13. Bowling Green's squad placed
fifth in the invitational meet In
which 28 universities from NewJersey to Wisconsin competed.
"This is the largest tournament
in the Mid-West," said Coach
Bruce Bcllard, "and a good test for
Palmer." He will be the Falcons'
sole representative in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Tournament on March 25-28 at
the University of Wyoming.
Palmer, who pinned three at the
meet, is the third wrestler in Mr.
Hcllard's 13 seasons as coach here
to place first in the Four I Tournament. Jim Hoppel (147. did it in
195!) and 1060 as did Bob Drake
(157). Palmer's season record is
15-2.
Jim Nolthing was fourth in the
177-pound class. Joe Krisko (147)
earned two team points with two
victories, and Dan Ternes (123)
earned one point through one victory. In his first match George
Henley (130) dislocated his shoulder while competing against the
eventual winner in his division.

The winning Bobcat tankers finished with 127 points followed by
the host Broncos with 123. The
Falcons amassed 83, Miami University 70, and Kent State Univer.
sity 19.
Western's Ron Poiilonski won
individual honors by capturing the
200, 600, and 1650-yard freestyle
events. His times established MAC
records.
Other outstanding performers
included Western Michigan's fine
diver Bob Kent, who won both
the one and three meter diving
events, and Ohio University's John
Kelly, who won both the 100-and
200-yard breaststroke and was a
member of the winning 400-yard
medley relay team.

Entries Due
Entrtat for Intramural iwlmmlnq
ar» due ThurBday for the m»«t
which starts March 23. Set your
fraternity or dormitory athltttc chair
men for •ntrUs.

FINAL VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS
PLAYER
Bob Dwora, c
Nick Alol. q
Sam Mima, t
Ed B.hm. |
Dan Hlnlc.llc f
Tom S.lpl. a
John Provoil. q
Bob Van Poppol. I
PU1 Krch.n.r. q
Tod ROB*, a
Wayno Burdotlo. a
Skip Taylor, q
Dan tavor. I
Ed Epporion. I
Tom Hancock, q
Olhara
TOTALS
OPPONENTS

ro

O
24
13
24
14
24
IT

204
US
S3

5T
IT
30
M

I
14
22
IT
1*
IS

It
23
20
IS
14
12
t
0
0

T
IS
1

24

701

24

731

PCT.
.300
.414
.390
.433
.433
.330
.371
.347
.317
.413
.330
.231
.701
.333
.000
.000
.430
.441

FT
143
10
41
11
20
11

14
10
10
12
19

•
1
0
1
0

311
410

PCT.
RBND
.775
251
TJ
.714
.531
231
.410
St
.351
II
.Til
40
17
.560
.113
41
.117
22
.100
14
.155
32
.192
21
.333
.000
11
.730
2
.000
3
TEAM 157
.175
1140
.155
1171

AVO.
10.5
1.1
10.0
14
4.1
1.4
1.1
1.9
I.I
0.1
1.7
1.7
1.3
1.3
0.7
0.1

TP
553
130
211
121
94

11
1
0

AVG.
n.i
14.4
I.I
5.3
3.1
9.4
lO.t
4.4
2.S
3.1
2.7
2.S
3.6
1.2
1.0
0.0

47.3

1714
1931

74.0
11.5

TP
104
211
139
141
111
17
74
72
•4
34
24
21
14
12
S
6
2
0
0
II

AVG.
21.7
19.1
9.7
10.1
1.2
10.9
12.1
I.I
4.0
iJ
2.7
2.1
2.3
2.4
1.1
1.2
1.0
0.0
0.0
2.6

1451
1211

91.0
71.0

41.1

Si
86
12
SS
32
4i
37
25

FINAL FRESHMAN BASKETBALL STATISTICS
PLAYER
Wall Pialkowakl. I
Rich Hondrix. q
AI Dlxoa. o
Carl Aioonholmor. I
lohn H-ll. I c
CocU Jackioa. I q
Bob Hodak. q
Wayno Bowling, q
Tom Ihnut t
Bruco Nyborq. I
Dannla Buaa, q
Tom Nlcbolaa. q
John Complon. I q
Oacar Ellia. q
Stovo Oborl*. q
Sl.v. Word, a
AI Hamilton, q
BUI Roddorann. I
Danny Godby. q
Olhara

FG
123
114
II
51
41
SI
17
30
23
15
II
I

O
14
IS
IS
14
14

1
11
IS
13
S
IS
I
5
T
3
2
2
I
7

TOTALS
OPPONENTS

•

PCT.
.414
.413
.431
.407
.429
.433
.391
.417
.373
.917
.431
.444
.343
.400
.100
.131
.250
.000
.000
.271

lit

.453

1
I
0
0

IS
IS

FT
51
SI
21
24
II
11
20
12
14

PCT.
.711
.771
.512
.SIS
.133
.341
.741
.921
.414

RBND
141
73
131
110
II
71
30
15
14

4
2
4
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
0

.100

23
3

214
274

471

.125
.167
II
.164
4
.133
S
.000
I
.000
t
.000
4
.000
0
.000
20
TEAM 63
441
107
.636

AVG.
10.1
3.0
S.I
7.1
4.3
1.1
5.0
1.4
5.3
1.1
0.6
0.9
1.1
0.1
0.7
1.1
1.0
2.0
0.0
2.9

WHO SAID DOWNTOWN
IS CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY?
WE'RE NOT!

Colonial Barber Shops
OPEN
6
DAYS

125 E. Court
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Figs for t!ie elder Xetcton, a/tplcs for the younger.
(Mow profoundly true these simple words are! Take, for example, l'ersonna Stainless Steel Razor Blades. Shave with a
Pcrsonna. That's the action. Now what is the react ion? Pleasure,
delight, contentment, cheer, and facial felicity. Why such a
happy reaction? Because you have started with the sharpest,
most durable blade ever honed—a blade that gives you moro
slmves, closer shaves, comfortabler shaves than any other brand
on the market. If, by chance, you don't agree, simply return
your unused Personnas to the manufacturer and he will send you
absolutely free a package of Beep-Beep or any other blade you
think is better.)
But I digress. Back to Shakespeare (or "The Gem of the
Ocean" as he was ribaldly appelatcd).
ShakesiH'are's most important play is, of course, Hamlet (or,
as it is frequently called, Macbeth). This play tells in living color
the story of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, who one night sees a
ghost upon the battlements. (Possibly it is a goat he sees; I have
a first folio that is frankly not too legible.) Anyhow, Hamlet is so
up-ei by seeing this ghost (or goat) that he stabs Polonius and
Brer Bodkin. He is thereupon banished to a leather factory by
the king, who hollers, "Get thee to a tannery!" Thereupon
t Iphelia refuses her food until Laertes shouts, "Get thee to a
beanery!" Ophelia is so cross that she chases her little dog out of
the room, crying, "Out, damned Spot!" She is fined fifty shillings
for cussing, but Portia, in an eloquent plea, gets the sentence commuted to life imprisonment. Thereupon King Lear and Queen
Mab proclaim a festival—complete with kissing games and a
pic-cat ing contest. Everybody has a perfectly splendid time until
Banquo's ghost (or goat) shows up. This so unhinges Richard III
that he drowns his cousin, Butt Malmsey. This leads to a lively
discussion, during which everyono is killed. The little dog Spot
returns to utter the immortal curtain lines:
Our hero now has croaked,
A nd so's our prima donna.
But be of cheer, my friend*.
You'll always have Pertoima.

»

* *

14-48 E. Wooster
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

IIIHIH
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This dream will probably turn into reality for Warren
Scholler, Falcon basketball pilot. Next year he will have
the difficult job of choosing the best from the wealth of good
material which will be at his
Rinicella. Kd liehm, who awed
disposal.
many fans with the accuracy of
his long jump shots, will also be
Beginning at the i4o:if.l-. Scholler will be anticipating the services
in the running for the forward
of a healthy Cliff Williams. Wilposition. Six-six Dan Lover and
liams should be one of the leading
f>-7 Kd Epperson will also he aiming at positions.
■coring threats for the Falcons.
Walt Piatkowski, the 6-8 fresh11 Ls driving and outside shooting
man who led the frosh team in
ftYVe him a 2X1 average as a
scoring with a 21.7 average, will
freshman.
Nick Aloi, who had a slow start
have an excellent opportunity for
this season, but ended strong with
a first-string forward position,
u 1-t.t average, will be one of
said Scholler. Other frosh forward
the leading contenders for a guard
possibilities mentioned by the Falcon coach are Carl A-senheiiiier.
|H>sition. It seems very strange
that with Nick's great performJohn Heft ami Tom Ihnat.
ances through most of the year,
"Killing the position left by
Dwors in tin' pivol will he the most
he ditl not receive and recognidifficult job I'll have next year,"
tion on the All-MAC Team.
said Coach Scholler. "Hob VanJohn Provost, although only
playing in eight contests, acPoppel will be the leading concumulated n 10.0 point average.
tender for this job, but AI Dixon
His skills will also be counted on
might be the darkhorae on the
heavily next year by Coach Scholteam," he said. Hill Masonis will
ler.
also have a shot at the position.
The Falcon mentor emphasised
Tom Seiple, Wayne Burdette,
that all positions are still open.
Phil Bychener, ?ind Ted Rose, who
"The players who do the most
nil showed sparkles of talent this
work at improving themselves
year will also be fighting for posiduring the summer are the ones
tions on the team.
that will probably make the team."
The freshman squad also has
he said.
produced a number of capable
"Basketball players are made
guards. Dick Ilcndrix lends the
list according to Conch Scholler.
after the season is over and
through the summer. Almost any
IUck had a 111.1 scoring average
of the IHI.VS have just as good of
this year. Other frosh prospect!
at guard are Cecil Jjickson, Bob
a chance as any of the others. It
Hodak, and Wayne Bowling.
depends on who wants to play
Sam Minis will lead the candithe most." Coach Scholler said.
dates for the forward position.
Not having adequate personnel
Sam has been doing a yeoman's
can cau.se a coach many sleepless
job under the board! all year, but
nights. Having an abundance of
at the end of the season seemed to
the material, then having to choose
who will make the team, can
be coming into his own in the
also cause Insomnia. Hut Coach
scoring column.
Scholler enjoys thinking ahead
Perhaps the chief contender to
about the personnel "problems"
carry on the Hob Dwors' style
ho will have next year,
of hustling basketball will be Dan

Falcon Trackmen Place 8th
In Nation For Mile Relay
The Falcon mile relay team
raced to an eighth place finish in
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Indoor Track Championships last Saturday.
The speedy foursome qualified
seventh in Friday's preliminary
meet with a time of 8:19,8, Racing
to national prominence were Bob
Claaen, Tom Wright, Ralph Canody, and Henry Williams.
After qualifying, Williams of the
relay team complained of a slight
muscle pull in his leg. Coach Mel
Brodt realizing Henry would not
bo fit to run in the finals WIIH
faced with the problem of replacing his star sprinter. Falcon depth

We are going to eradicate venereal disease In the United Slates.
We need people who want immediate iob Involvement interesting work an
outlet for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement
We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in
the following academic fields:

ECONOMICS
HISTORY

II

GEORGE BRAATZ

Venereal Disease Branch — Communicable Disease Center

HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
PHILOSOPHY
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Hill-

BY GEORGE BRAATZ
Nowa Sporta Editor
A good combination of shooting ability, rebounding
strength, speed, and experience, is the dream of all basketball coaches.

United States Public Health Service

ENGLISH
JOURNALISM

I

Scholler's Task:
ZJ
Pleasant But Difficult ^fk

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

BIOLOGY

.Ililllll. I.

Falcon Forum

POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS

was the answer as Rich Ciconburg
ran for Williams.
The revised relay team of Claaen, Greenburgi Wright ami Canady finished eighth over all in
the finals.

TkmmWWWWWI
I
,
DALE CORDOVA. Falcon mller, will
be In action Saturday as the track loam
competaa In Iho Livingilon Reluya.
"The relay team has a lot to
be proud of," commented Coach
Brodt. He pointed out that they
defeated such track powers as Oregon State, Washington State, and
Illinois.
The Falcons were beaten by
Morgan State who took first in
3:15.6, setting a new world indoor
record. The other teams ahead of
I1G were: Vlllanova, Iowa, Southern Illinois, Kansas, and Oklahoma
State.
Henry Williams also competed
in the qualifiers in the 110-yard
dash. Ho finished fourth in his
heat with a d.:S dockoing, hut failed to qualify by one place.

REMEMBER!
—We Have—

Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted on:

March 26, 1965
Contact your Placement Office to arrange for an interview

0>M& Uu Stmlmu

Yea and verily. And when next thou buyeit Pereonnaf buyeit
nlso tome new Burma Shavet regular or menthol, which aoak~
•tli ring* around any other lather. Get thee to a pharmacy!

.Ill

— An Equal Employment Opportunity —

Lunches i 1 Dinners
Pizza
Hoagis
Shakes
' ' Desserts
Sandv riches

Zelman's 900
900 E. Wooster
Phone - 354-6713

CARRY OUTS
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Honors Program Accepts
25 Underclass Students
Twenty-five University students
have been invited to join the University's Honors Program for second semester, according to Dr.
John R. Coash, director of the
program.
Dr. Coash said the students
were asked to join the program
on the basis of their applications,
their first semester grades, or recommendations by faculty members.
Students must maintain at least
a 3.0 accumulative grade average
to remain in the Honors Program.
Tho two-year-old program currently is operating only on freshmnn and sophomore levels. Twenty-two of the students are freshmen and three arc sophomores.
Upperclass students will be added
to the program in each succeeding
year.
The only special requirement
these students have to fulfill is to
participate in one seminar each
semester.
"The students enjoy the seminars more than the classes because
they don't have to worry aliout
grades," Dr. Coash said.
The program offers many ad.
vantages to honor students, according to Dr. Coash. These include admittance to advanced sections of regular courses, independent study, and a summer reading
program. Honors students also receive preferential scheduling of

wnt

Room vacancies (or rant for man. 2nd
■emeitor. Private entrance, third floor
recreation room. 353-1701.

Will buy. sell, or trade furn.. appl.. and
guru. Call George Heere. 3533155.
THE SECOND HAND SHOP

Now looting new 1 bedroom furn. apli
for summer through fall session. Two
blocks from University, air conditioning,
carpeting. $90 a month. Call Chuck
Jones. 3525298.

Lonesome? All alone? Silting In your
room listening for noises? We make
noises. We're rowdy. Contact Art
Swanti, Box 471.

Grad student needs experienced typist
to do resoarch paper. Phone 353-1665.

Riders wanted to Long Island area,
weekend of March 27. Call Jay. exl. 501.
Above average rooms, private entrance.
Fall: men students. Summer: women
graduates and teachers. After 3 p.m.
call 3538241. 145 South Enterprise.
"Girl, of McDonald West! You are
hereby Invited to a Charities Party at
Kohl Hall on March 20. Saturday, at
8 p.m. Be sure lo come, cause we have
many free gifts to be given away to
you I"
Bacchus says start stomping early for
Spring Weekend.
For Sale: 1955 Chrysler, new tires,
$200. Room 111 Conklln. Phone Roger.
466.
Click with lathy Cwlk for Senior Class
Representative to AWS.
For Sale: Five-string banjo. Excellent
condition. Call Stu. 102 Conklln. 486 or
467.
M'ghtly good MG. S875. new top. good
tires. 712 Tappan, Maumee. Ohio. Phone
8933536.

WHY AWS? Look at the structure ol
the Univ. Power Is delegated from the
stalo legislature through the Board of
Trustees to AWS. Basically, there are
three divisions of the University community: Administration. Faculty, and
Student Body: each with various pow
ers and limitations. One should not
completely dominate another; all overlap somewhat. AWS Is the women students' "Overlap"—channel of communication—Into the other areas.
What's Wrong With AWS?
True. as recently publicised, the con
slllutlonal structure and mechanism of
AWS may be faulty In certain areas,
but even the best machinery can't
function Independently. Leg. Board or
Jud. Board per se are meaningless.
Their values exist primarly In those
who sit on the board—their sensitivity,
communication, and action—and ultimately on the women, their con
stlluents.
AGREE? Vole Linda Pelblow. AWS
President.
LOST and FOUND
LOST Statistics 201 book In Hays Hall,
first floor, last Monday afternoon. Jim
Rychener. 328 M Clough. Reward.
LOST: Pair of brown glasses In vicinity
of Harshman B. Call Luis In 225 A, 3006.

Four University students will
present a song recital at 8:15 p.m.
tomorrow in the recital hall.
Vocalists for the five-part program are: Marilyn Garlough, soprano; Carol Dennison, also; William Shock, tenor; and James D.
Smith, baritone.

Candidates for the examination
mast either be in graduate school
or expect to graduate within nine
months.

Miss Garlough, accompanied on
the piano by Karen Cole, will sing
during the first part of the program. Included in her selections
are "After the Battle, by Prokofieff, and "0 Come to Me," by
Ilalakirev.

Those who quality are considered for a wide variety of career
fiel'Ls in various federal agencies
and geographical locations.
Futher information is available
at the Placement Office.

Curbstone To Discuss
Committee Abolishment
"Resolved: That the House L'nAmerican Activities Committee
Should be Abolished" will he disOUSSad at Curbstone at 7:30 tonight in the Ohio Suite.

Governance Committee
To Hold Open Hearings
Hearings will be held this week
by the Women's Governance Study
Committee to discuss the extent
and manner in which women
should be governed, said committee co-chairman Grace Pheneger.
KiLst Hall will host one hearing
ait 7 p.m. tomorrow. A second discussion will he held in Harshman
Unit C at 0:110 p.m. Thursday.
Miss Pheneger said all interested students and fuculty members
arc invited to present either oral
or written statements at the hearings.

Students To Present Recital

Federal Service Exam
Applications Available
Those interested in taking the
Federal Services Entrance Examination April 17 must pick up
applications in the Placement Office by Thursday.

courses, use of special study facilities, and waiving of prerequisites
or other requirements.
Students participating in the
program are: Joanne Carpenter,
David Szynal, Daniel Sparlin, Mrs.
Kuth Hannah, Linda Cleaves, Todd
Fisher, Mary Watson, Harold
Wyndham, Elisabeth Wyper, Grctchen Osterholt, Wayne Decker,
John Shuleva, Judith Garlough,
Donald Reinbolt, Frederick Walker, Georgia Garrett, Marilyn Stephens, Beth Borton, Leah Sinn,
Deborah White, Marvin Rupp,
Richard Anderson, Dale Saylor,
Lynda Aughnay, and Gerald Schaller.

FIE©
BUSINESS and PERSONAL
Plan now (or apartmont rentals, furn. &
unfurn., for Jun* & Sept. Contact Barry
& Son fUally, 3546491.

Tom's Top Pom-Pom

Speakers will be Grace Pheneger and Ashley Brown, for, and
John Hayden and Steven Junger,
against.
POM POM LEADER lacqul. Tom and
her two assistants Linda Lse and Judy
Farol.

Leader Picked
For Pom-Poms
Jacqulyn Tom, n sophomore
from Bellcvue, has been chosen
ilirector of the newly-i-reuted University pom-pom section.
She is a member of Chi Omt'K.i
social sorority.
Miss Tom'ii assistants, as announced by David Larson, chairman of the spirit and Tradition*
Hoard, will lie Judy Karot, a junior
from Lima, ami Linda l.ee, a
freshman from vVadaworth.
There will he an organizational
meeting for persons who submitted applications for the section
before the end of the month, ncfordinir to Larson.

Support Your
BG-News Advertisers

Mr. Smith will sing during the
second part of the recital, accompaniel by Judith Nicholson. His
-elections include "Songs of Travel," by Vaughn-Williams, and
"Nina," by Pergolesi.
Muss Dennison, who will be ao
< iinpanied on the piano by Ann
Cla] per, will perform during the
third part of the program. Her
selections include Schubert's "To
.Music" and Mendelssohn's "Cradle
Song."

The nature of HUAC, its activities, and whether it is accomplishing the purpose for which it was
established will be discussed.
Attendance is open and free
to all.

Social Work Is Topic
"Careen and Social Work" will
be discussed at the monthly meeting of the Sociology Club at 3 .HO
p.m. tomorrow in 349 Williams
Hall.
Two social workers will present
a lecture, followed by a discussion
period. The meeting is open to all.

Information Night

the fourth part of the recital, will
be accompanied by Miss Dennison.
His selections include "Richard
Cory," by John Duke, and "Daisies," by Samuel Barber.
All four vocalists will sing
"Love-Song Waltzes," by Brahmn,
for the final part of the program.
Ann Clapper and Kay Rogers will
accompany them on the piano.

We've Moved
To a newer and more
comfortable location!
432 Vi E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio
Phone 354-5702
Above Dairy Queen

PORTRAITSby HOWARD
Photographer

Mr. Shock, who performs for

Put Your Best Face Forward!
Use CENAC ... the NEW medicated lotion for
treating pimples and other skin blemishes associated with acne.
CENAC'S invisible film helps mask blemishes
while it promotes healing.
CENAC'S lotion is greaseless and non-caking.
CENAC'S faint medicinal smell disappears after
drying and is replaced by...
Spicy after-shave aroma with Cenac for Him
Light Apple-Blossom scent with Cenac for Her
2 oz. bottle lasts 4 to 6 weeks,
at drugstores only I

Student Council representatives
will present a Freshman and Senior Information Night from 7:80
to 8:.'.0 Thursday.
The freshman discussion will
be held in Founders Quadrangle,
east lounge. The senior d.uUflslon
will be held in I'rout Hall and
Conklin Hall at the same time.

Ford Motor
Company is:
responsibility
A key dimension of nny job is the responsibility
involved. Graduates who join Ford Motor ComI>uny find the opiiortunity to accept responsibility
early in their careers. The earlier the better. How-
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ever, we know the transition from the academic
world to the business world requires training.
A
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Scholastic achievements must be complemented by
n s il1
"'
understanding of the practical, day-to-day
aspects of the business. That is the most direct

■ fl H

route to accomplishment.
Stephen Jaeger, of the Ford Division's Milwaukee
B.B.A.. Unit, n/ Piftoonrfft
District Sales Office, is a good example of how it
works. His first assignment, in January, 1963,
was in the Administrative Department where he had the opportunity to
become familiar with procedures and communications between dealership
and the District Office. In four months he moved ahead to the Sales PlanStephen Jaeger

MILUDI". •LINDIft SHAFTS
OP OOLD SPIRAL UPWARD MOLDINO A SINOLK DIAMOND IN SI MPLS
■LiaANCB-PRICID PROM 9,135

CERTIFIED GEMOLOGIST
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

DILL JEWELERS
129 South Main

Phono 354-2042

ning and Analysis De|>artment as an analyst. He studied dealerships in
terms of sales history, market |ienetration and potentials, and model mix.
This information was then incorporated into master plans for the District.
In March, 1964, he was promoted to Zone Manager—working directly with
19 dealers as a consultant on all phases of their complex operations. This
involves such areas as sales, finance, advertising, customer relations and
business management. Responsible job? You bet it is—especially for a man
not yet 25 years old. Over one million dollars in retail sales, annually, are
involved in just one dealership Steve contacts.
As a growth company in a growth industry. Ford Motor Company offers
an exceptionally wide spectrum of job opportunities. The chances are good
that openings exist in your field of interest. See our representative when
he visits your campus. We are looking for men who want responsibility—
and will be ready for it when it comes.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH...

IM/Fct

MOTOR COMPANY

Th« Amtrican Raid. Dearborn Michigan

An equal opportunity employer

